
Crazy 711 

Chapter 711: It’s an Eye for an Eye 

 

Zhao Yu held the gun as he walked towards the shopping street and thought about what had happened 

in the car earlier. He never knew that his disciple, Su Jinmei, had such strong feelings for him. If he had 

known, Zhao Yu wouldn’t have let her follow him to New Zealand. 

Actually, it was for this exact same reason that Zhao Yu had refused to travel with Yao Jia. After all, Zhao 

Yu knew that he was no saint, and id Yao Jia was to have thrown herself at him, it was difficult to say if 

he could have held himself back. 

Luckily, he was sort of immune to his puppy-eyed disciple. Otherwise, he would be in big trouble! 

If he were to just indulge his sexual desires with her, Zhao Yu wouldn’t mind so much. But, once he had 

a sexual relationship with his disciple, should any dispute arise between them afterwards, there’d be 

hell to pay! 

As Zhao Yu lifted his head, he saw the crossroad of the shopping street. He’d soon arrive at the 

suspicious shop once he took another turn. 

At that very moment, there were two police cars parked at the crossroad. He could see that a few 

armed police officers had set up a roadblock and were checking cars as they passed by. 

When Zhao Yu saw the police officers, he came back to reality. Then, he quickly walked towards his 

destination. 

Zhao Yu, of course, wasn’t silly. Although he said that he was going to deal with them just as they had 

dealt with him, he had another plan in mind. Hence, after he arrived at the shop, he used his Invisible 

Detector to run through a check on the electronic equipment in the shop. 

It was merely an ordinary two-story building. The door of the shop was tightly shut, and the display rack 

was filled with mouthwatering honey, cakes, and pastries. There was even a sign with the word ‘honey’ 

written on it. 

After he finished scanning it with his Invisible Detector, Zhao Yu was reassured that there was indeed 

something fishy about the shop. 

Moreover, according to the Invisible Detector, the surveillance system in the shop was still working fine. 

But, the shop owner had claimed that the surveillance equipment had malfunctioned. She had obviously 

lied! 

As Zhao Yu knew clearly which area was within the monitor’s view, he walked closely against the wall to 

avoid the camera as he checked the shop carefully. He was shocked by the results. He never expected 

that, besides advanced electronic equipment, the store was also stocked with explosive chemicals! 

These guys! 



Zhao Yu didn’t hesitate but activated another Invisible Fluoroscopic Device in order to see the situation 

in the shop more clearly. Although the imaging of the Invisible Fluoroscopic Device wasn’t perfectly 

clear, Zhao Yu could roughly see the situation in the shop, especially the human movement. 

He saw that there were three people in the shop, all of whom were men. One of the men was packing 

something into a travel suitcase on the first floor lobby, while the man next to him was tapping quickly 

on a keyboard in front of a computer. 

As he looked at the second floor, he saw that there was someone pacing back and forth anxiously. He 

was holding a gun in one hand and a phone in his other hand. He looked like he was on the phone with 

someone. 

Zhao Yu looked at his watch. It was 3:20 in the early morning. Those people in the shop weren’t sleeping 

but holding guns in their hands. This was definitely fishy! 

Plus, looking at the three of them, it was clear that they were panicking. Thus, they might have just 

realized something and were preparing to leave! 

Phew. Zhao Yu let out a heavy sigh and thought to himself that he had luckily come just in time. If he had 

arrived any later, the people might have already been gone and the building would have been empty! 

As he looked at the situation, Zhao Yu was weighing the success rate of him barging in to arrest them. 

After weighing the possible results, he gave up his plan A… 

No way. Although there are only three of them inside, the three of them must be super spies, like the 

foreign man I fought with earlier. 

If he were to barge in, Zhao Yu believed that he wouldn’t succeed. Firstly, the three of them weren’t 

sleeping and were alert. Secondly, they had installed an alarm at the front entrance and the courtyard, 

so if he were to barge in, they would notice him immediately. 

Thirdly, their weapons and fighting skills gave them an advantage. Fourthly, there weren’t many devices 

left that he could use! 

So… 

Zhao Yu felt that it would be safer for him to run with plan B. This so-called plan B was that Zhao Yu 

would call the police and tell them that the suspects were hidden in the shop. That way, the police 

would send officers over immediately. 

However, similar to his previous concern, if they were to have someone on the inside among the police 

force, the inside spy might then inform the people inside the shop once Zhao Yu placed the call! Plus, as 

those people were obviously prepared to run, even if he was to call the police, the police might not be 

able to rush over in time! 

Then, what should I do? I need a perfect plane, one plan where I can ensure my safety, yet also arrest all 

of these vicious enemies! 

Zhao Yu pondered this for quite some time… It seems like I must have a plan C, considering the current 

situation! 



Humph. 

Then, Zhao Yu quickly retreated to the side of the shop, where he started to scan. He felt that the 

building shouldn’t be as simple as it appeared, as those people had opted to set up their base of 

operations within it. Hence, there might be some hidden insight to be found. 

However, even after he inspected carefully with the Invisible Fluoroscopic Device, he couldn’t see 

anything else besides the courtyard in the shop. Then, the person who was packing seemed to have 

finished and was now talking to the others. It looked like they were going to make a move right then! 

Alright… I have an idea! 

At the crucial moment, Zhao Yu recalled his encounter at the hotel with Su Jinmei. A slight sneer crept 

over his face as he thought… I might as well give you a taste of your own medicine! You should 

experience how what it feels like to be framed! 

Then, Zhao Yu turned around and ran towards the crossroad. At the same time, he activated a new 

device that was called the Counter-surveillance Device. 

At that very moment, the few police officers had just finished checking a car at the crossroad and were 

going to return to their cars to take a break. Zhao Yu ran to them and screamed for help, “Police! Do you 

know who I am?” 

“What?” The few police officers were confused and puzzled. 

“Godd*mn motherf*ckers!” After that, Zhao Yu cursed, then pushed away two policemen and punched 

another one in the nose! 

Then, he didn’t delay any further, but got in the driver’s seat, then drove the police car away! Then, the 

few policemen came back to reality. The first two chased after Zhao Yu on foot, while the other few got 

in the other police car and chased after Zhao Yu, too. 

Zhao Yu drove towards the shop directly. He drove to the entrance of the shop, then aimed the front of 

his car at the shop’s entrance. Then, he floored the gas pedal and hit the front entrance of the shop! 

Luckily, Zhao Yu jumped out of the car right before it collided with the entrance! Then, the police car 

caught up with him. 

At that moment, Zhao Yu raised his hand and fired two shots at the shop. Then, he hid in the shadows 

and tapped on an Invisible Aircraft to fly himself to the rooftop. 

Just as he flew to the rooftop, the police on foot and police car arrived in front of the shop. Zhao Yu fired 

another two shots at the police car. 

The policemen quickly took cover and started firing back! They thought that Zhao Yu was still in the 

police car, so they were firing at the shop! 

Chapter 712: The Thrill of Scheming People 

 



Just as Zhao Yu had planned, when the police car ran into the shop, the spies in the shop were naturally 

taken by surprise, especially the one who was tapping on his keyboard near the entrance. He had was 

greatly shocked! 

Shattered gassed flew everywhere. It even hit the person who was fiddling with the travel suitcase. 

Then, Zhao Yu fired two random shots again. The other two men were naturally shocked. When they 

saw another police car in front of the shop, then witnessed a few armed policemen get out of the car, 

they instinctually realized that the policemen were there to hem them in! 

When the policemen fired shots at the shop, the men didn’t hesitate, but took out their weapons and 

immediately began shooting. 

The men were using guns with mufflers. Hence, there was no sound when they fired. Meanwhile, the 

guns that the policemen were using were giving out loud bangs, which was terrifying! 

Then, the person who was on the phone upstairs heard the commotion and quickly ran downstairs. 

When he saw that they were being attacked by the police, he quickly tapped on his phone as though he 

was trying to contact someone. However, he realized that his phone didn’t have a signal! 

It turns out that Zhao Yu had planned this part of his scheme long ago. In order to prevent his enemy’s 

requesting for backup or contacting his planted agent, Zhao Yu had used a Signal Jamming Device to 

block the signal! 

The person who was trying to make the call got anxious. He had no choice but to shoot at the police 

with his other two allies. 

The policemen had never seen such a fierce battle, and due to their fearful natures, they hid behind the 

police car and shot randomly at the shop. This was merely to make a show of strength, so no one was hit 

at all! 

Although the spies in the shop had excellent marksmanship, they couldn’t get any good shots at the 

police outside, so they ran away. Little did they know that, when Zhao Yu had stolen the police car, the 

policemen had already requested for backup from the headquarters. So, at that very moment, the police 

forces from the entire island were rushing to where they were! 

Within a minute’s time, another police car had arrived. Looking at the backup’s arrival, the three spies 

could no longer contain themselves. The one that held the travel suitcase opened the back door and ran 

into the courtyard of the shop. This was because there was another back entrance there, which was 

connected to a narrow alley that led to the main street on one end and the forest on the other end. 

However, Zhao Yu had been waiting at the courtyard all this time. When he saw that the person who 

held the travel suitcase was trying to flee, he immediately fired two shots! One hit the person’s shoulder 

and the other one hit his arm. 

The suitcase fell and the person who was shot held his shoulder as he retreated into the shop. 

Humph. 

Zhao Yu humped and thought to himself… You just got a taste of your own medicine! 



That very moment, a few more police cars arrived. Just like what had happened to Zhao Yu before, 

besides guns, they had also brought more powerful weapons, like shotguns! Now, the shop was beyond 

recognition from all of the bullet holes! 

Plus, the policemen weren’t dumb, so they had allocated a few police cars to park at the back alley of 

the shop in case anyone was to try and flee from there. Zhao Yu saw that his plot was working, so he 

quickly flew the Invisible Aircraft a safe distance away, then waited patiently for the story to develop. 

Humph! Actually, I have to admit, this is a great feeling! 

As he expected, the show arrived at its climax very soon. As the fire at the main entrance was ferocious, 

the three spies who were hemmed in had no choice but to try the back entrance as their escape route. 

So, they ran to the back entrance altogether! 

Zhao Yu saw that the policemen that were positioned at the back entrance weren’t really paying 

attention. So, if those people were to rush out now, they might get away while they were distracted! 

Hence, Zhao Yu quickly fired a shot into the air to alert the policemen. 

However, he never thought that this would cause a few accidents… 

The first accident was that, after those people ran out, the very first person was holding an umbrella. 

Zhao Yu’s bullet hit the umbrella, but didn’t go through it! 

Wow! 

Zhao Yu was surprised by this. There even had a bulletproof umbrella! 

The second accident was that Zhao Yu had only detected three people previously, but there were 

obviously four people running out from the shop! Besides the three men, there was a woman! 

Oh. 

He then suddenly recalled that there had been a female shop manager when Su Jinmei and he had 

visited the shop earlier! The woman must be that same store manager! 

But… My Invisible Fluoroscopic Device is so impressive, so why didn’t it detect her? Where was she 

earlier? Is there a hidden space inside the shop? 

Just as Zhao Yu was pondering all of these things, the third accident took place. After Zhao Yu had fired a 

shot that hit their bulletproof umbrella, the spies were able to determine the direction where the bullet 

was shot from, so they immediately turned and fired a shot at Zhao Yu! 

It was lucky that Zhao Yu had quick reflexes, so he flew above the rooftop and dodged the bullet just in 

time. Then, under the cover of the umbrella, the four of them opened the back door and rushed into the 

back alley. However, the police cars were already there. As both parties met, they immediately started a 

gun war! 

Bang. 

One of the policemen’s shotguns led the fight and suddenly shot one of the spies! The rest of them 

immediately counterattacked and shot back. Then, they suppressed the policemen easily. 



At that moment, Zhao Yu became distressed, as he found that there was a black jeep that was parked 

outside the back entrance. Looking at the location where the jeep was parked, it obviously belonged to 

the spies, who were clearly going to use it as a getaway car! 

In fact, they had just now opened the car door and gotten in the car! They had even drug the spy who 

was shot by the shotgun earlier into the car, too! 

Bang bang bang. 

The policemen were obviously afraid of death, so they only cowered behind their cars and fired their 

guns randomly. They didn’t even hit the jeep at all, which was quite a bug target! 

Vroom vroom vroom. 

The spies started the car engine and were going to leave in their jeep. When Zhao Yu saw this, he clicked 

his tongue in distress and was getting impatient. 

If the spies leave, my plan might be ruined! What should I do? Why didn’t I notice the car? If I would 

have pierced the tire earlier or stuffed the exhaust pipe, everything would’ve been fine! 

Just as Zhao Yu was busy trying to figure things out, he suddenly realized that, although the spies’ jeep 

engine was running, they weren’t driving away yet. 

Odd… 

Then, one of the policemen with a shotgun finally seized the opportunity to aim his muzzle at the jeep 

and shot. The shotgun’s bullet shattered the rear window of the jeep. 

The spies in the jeep quickly counterattacked again. Then, one of the spies suddenly climbed out of the 

car and threw a black object at the police officers! 

A grenade? 

As Zhao Yu looked on, he was dumbfounded to see that the grenade had landed, then exploded 

underneath the police car! The police car flipped, then landed heavily on the ground. 

Suddenly, the outer wall of the shop collapsed and dust filled the air. It was complete chaos! 

As she saw that the police’s manpower was diminishing, the female spy extended her hand out of the 

window and pressed a button on an object that looked like a remote. But, nothing happened to the shop 

at all, even when she pressed on the button over and over again! 

Oh. 

Zhao Yu finally understood what was going on. She trying to activate a bomb by using a remote. She was 

intending to blow up the entire shop in order to destroy all of the evidence! 

Wahaha. Zhao Yu laughed as he hid on the rooftop. Luckily I have great insight and already blocked all of 

the signals with the Signal Jamming Device! Humph! Go ahead and press the button! Now, let’s see what 

else you can do… 

Chapter 713: Fleeing Life 



 

“Sh*t.” Zhao Yu could even hear the female spy cursing from the rooftop. Even though she had pressed 

all of the buttons randomly and almost broke the remote control, the shop still didn’t explode! 

Zhao Yu nodded faintly as he watched her. It was obvious that there was something important that 

needed to be destroyed in the shop. 

As the female spy grew more and more impatient, she waved at the spy who had just thrown the 

grenade, then shouted something at him. The spy immediately understood and took out two grenades. 

He then pulled out the detonator and swung his arm backwards to throw them at the shop. 

Motherf*cker! Zhao Yu was shocked. If the grenades were thrown into the shop, it might ignite the 

bomb in the shop!. Then, all of his efforts would have been in vain! 

Zhao Yu panicked and quickly shot at the person as he was just about to throw the grenades! However, 

the gun in Zhao Yu’s hands didn’t have many bullets left! As he pulled the trigger, he heard only the 

empty clicking sound! 

Sh*t! He panicked and pointed at the spy who was going to throw the grenades as he shouted, “Hey! Let 

go of that grenade!” 

The spy was stunned. Although this interaction was only a mere millisecond long, it gave the policemen 

a chance to fire at the jeep again! 

Poof. 

One of the bullets happened to hit the spy’s shoulders, causing his body to shake vigorously just as he 

threw out the grenades. In the end, one of the grenades was thrown into the courtyard, while the other 

rolled underneath the jeep! 

“Ah!” The female spy was so shocked, she didn’t even have time to curse before she got out of the car 

and rolled onto the opposite side of where the grenade was. At the same time, the two grenades 

exploded! 

Boom! 

Both the courtyard and the jeep suddenly exploded, sending two clouds of dust soaring into the sky. 

Under the pressure of the huge explosion, the back entrance of the shop exploded and the windows 

shattered. As debris from the huge impact soared up into the sky, Zhao Yu quickly hid behind the railing 

on the rooftop. 

After the bomb underneath the jeep exploded, the jeep flipped in the air. It then hit the other side of 

the wall in the alley before landing on the ground. The heavy jeep was beyond recognition, while the spy 

who threw the grenades was squashed by the jeep. 

After the two explosions, everything and everyone became silent. Zhao Yu looked down and saw that 

the alley and the courtyard was filled with dust. He could barely see the exact situation, but he could see 

that the outer wall was destroyed and looked in to be in complete disarray. 

Cough cough, cough cough. 



Soon, there was some coughing among the dust. Hence, the spies were still alive! 

Hearing the spies’ coughs, the police immediately snapped back to reality. The backup policemen raised 

their ballistic shields as they began to move closer to the jeep remnants. 

Just as the policemen moved closer, two people suddenly popped out from underneath the jeep! The 

two people were quick and had amazing marksmanship, and they fired a few shots that hit the ankle of 

the police who stood in front of them! 

“Ouch!” The police officer groaned in pain. The people behind him didn’t dare move closer. 

Seizing this chance, the two people immediately ran towards the forest. It was the female spy and 

another male spy, both of whom had somehow survived the explosion! The man was still carrying the 

travel suitcase! 

The police shot at them from behind, but the two of them were too fast. However, just as the two spies 

arrived at the forest entrance, they saw that two police cars had been parked across the forest entrance, 

completely blocking their way! 

As the door of a police car opened, several fully armed policemen got out of the car and started 

shooting at the two spies. Then, the spies’ capabilities were put on full display, especially the female 

spy’s. She first rolled on the ground and dodged the bullets, then fired a shot that hit one of the 

policemen! 

Meanwhile, the male spy used the travel suitcase as cover and fired a few shots as well. He hit one of 

the policemen and forced another few to retreat. 

The female spy then ran before the two police cars. She fired another few shots, hitting one more 

policeman. Just then, she ran out of bullets. At that moment, she was shot in the arm by the policemen. 

But, as the female spy was obviously a veteran of many battles, although she had been shot, her speed 

was still quick. She jumped over one of the police cars and ran towards one of the policemen. She then 

punched and kicked him before knocking him down! 

Seeing this, another two policemen ran forward. As the female spy dashed to the left and to the right, 

although the policemen fired a few shots, none of them hit her. On the contrary, they were easily 

defeated by her! 

In the blink of an eye, she had easily taken care of the policemen who had hemmed her in! The female 

spy quickly opened the car door and called her ally over. 

The male spy who was carrying the travel suitcase obviously had issues. His foot was covered in blood 

and he was staggering. He was obviously injured. 

After the two of them conversed in English for a while, the man threw the travel suitcase to the female 

spy, while he took another police car and headed towards the alley. 

At the alley, another team of police backup had just arrived. They were shocked to see a police car 

driving towards them! 



As the spy who was driving was ready to sacrifice himself, he did not hesitate, but drove quickly and 

knocked all of those policemen down! But, the impact made the spy lose control of the car, and as it 

drove into the alley, it hit the jeep remains, killing the spy instantly! 

When Zhao Yu looked at the alley again, it was a wretched sight. The alley was filled with debris, the wall 

had collapsed, the car had flipped over, and the injured policemen were wailing in pain. Seizing the time 

when the spy sacrificed himself during the attack, the female spy had taken another police car towards 

the depths of the forest. 

After she drove away, none of the policemen on the scene could continue to chase after her. They could 

only watch her flee. 

Zhao Yu was shocked by these spies. He never expected that so many policemen with so many weapons 

would fail to stop them all! 

Zhao Yu was quite glad that he hadn’t opted to fight against them personally. Otherwise, he might be 

dead! 

Of course, Zhao Yu took advantage of the fact that his Invisible Aircraft was still working, so he decided 

that he naturally couldn’t let the female get away! After all, the female spy might be an important 

figure. Moreover, the travel suitcase was definitely an important object, so he must get ahold of it! 

Regardless, he couldn’t let her get away! Hence, Zhao Yu first flew low in order to pick up a shotgun 

from the scene. Then, he flew near the ground to chase after the female spy! 

Chapter 714: Can’t Die, Even if You Want to 

 

No way. 

As Zhao Yu flew, he thought to himself… The duration for the Invisible Aircraft is too short. It is already 

counting down! 

The system device was kind enough to notify Zhao Yu over and over again so that he could have 

adequate time to find a safe place to land. Otherwise, he would fall to his death directly! 

However, Zhao Yu was still chasing after his enemy, so the odds of him listening to the warning were 

slim! At that very moment, he was right above the spy’s car, so he felt the pressing of time intensely! He 

lifted the shotgun and fired a shot at the driver’s seat. 

Bang. 

The powerful bullet that he had just shot from the shotgun shattered the window on the driver’s side. 

Zhao Yu could even hear the female spy groan in pain. 

However, she was definitely not in a life-threatening situation, as she immediately stuck her head out of 

the window and aimed at Zhao Yu to shoot him. However, when she looked realized that Zhao Yu was a 

live person, who was flying in the air, she was stunned! 

She had ever seen such an unbelievable sight. As such, it was only normal that she was stupefied! 



As soon as Zhao Yu saw that the female spy had revealed herself, he quickly fired another shot. 

However, just as Zhao Yu pulled the trigger, she turned the steering wheel and caused the car to swerve. 

In the end, the bullet hit the top of the car, shattering its sunroof! 

After that, the female spy found another opportunity to fire another two shots at Zhao Yu. At this point, 

Zhao Yu couldn’t wait any longer. He saw that it was almost time for him to descend, so he quickly 

dashed forward as fast as he could. In the end, he got in the car through the sunroof! 

“Go to hell!” the lady spy yelled. 

The moment Zhao Yu got in the car, he couldn’t turn his body around, but he was able to aim the muzzle 

behind him and shoot at the female spy. Unfortunately, the shotgun had run out of bullets! 

What the h*ck? 

Zhao Yu pulled the trigger a few more times, but nothing happened. Although the female spy was 

shocked, she instinctually swung her arm and aimed the muzzle of her gun at Zhao Yu! 

“God d*mn motherf*cker!” At the crucial moment, Zhao Yu used the gun as a stick and whacked the 

female spy’s arm. As she had been shot there earlier, this happened to be her weakest spot! 

“Ah!” As the female spy wailed in pain, she pulled the trigger on her gun, but it only made a clicking 

sound. She had run out of bullet as well! 

Seeing this, Zhao Yu finally felt relieved. He quickly turned back in order to hit her with the shotgun 

again. But, the female spy was prepared for him, and she threw her gun at Zhao Yu’s face! 

Zhao Yu lowered his head and dodged, while the woman took away his shotgun. Then, the two of them 

played tug-of-war with it! Zhao Yu wanted to leap over to make her stop the car, but he hesitated to act 

recklessly. 

As the female spy was smart, she knew that her strength wasn’t any stronger than Zhao Yu’s, so she 

turned the steering wheel left and right, jostling Zhao Yu all around the car. In the end, he had no choice 

but to give up the fight for the shotgun. 

However, although the shotgun was taken away from him, Zhao Yu still had his own means. He quickly 

used the Invisible Odor Bomb! 

That instance, a foul smell suddenly filled the air. Although the car windows had been shattered, the 

power of the Invisible Odor Bomb was so intense, it still managed to make the interior of the car feel 

quite suffocating! 

Of course, Zhao Yu was smart, too, and after he used the Invisible Odor Bomb, he quickly put on an 

Invisible Breathing Device. However, Zhao Yu had miscalculated again, as the Invisible Breathing Device 

couldn’t block the power of the Invisible Odor Bomb! So, although he could breath normally, the fumes 

were still affecting his eyes. In fact, he was tearing up badly at the moment. 

However, the female spy was obviously faring much worse. The Invisible Odor Bomb was colorless, so 

when she suddenly took a whiff, she didn’t know what was going on. She soon choked on the fumes and 

began tearing up. 



It was then that she finally realized that there was a big problem. She quickly extended her head out of 

the window. Even so, the Invisible Odor Bomb was still suffocating for her. She had nowhere to hide! 

In the end, the female spy really couldn’t endure it anymore, so she grabbed the travel suitcase that was 

next to her and jumped out of the car! The driverless police car then headed straight towards a big tree! 

After Zhao Yu saw that the female spy had jumped out of the car, he quickly followed suit! 

Gru. 

Gru. 

They both jumped out of the car and rolled into the bushes by the side of the road. Meanwhile, the 

police car hit the tree! As they looked over, its engine was puffing out tons of smoke. 

Cough cough cough cough cough. 

The female spy was coughing her lungs out and her eyes were tearing up badly. Zhao Yu was naturally in 

a better condition than she was. 

However, Zhao Yu had yet to fully recover from jumping out of the car just now. At the moment, he 

could barely even stand up. 

As they were already near the city and its main highway, the forest here was different from the forest 

area that they had been near earlier. Now, they could rely on the dim lighting from the city to make out 

the layout of the place. At least they weren’t in total darkness! 

When the female spy could finally open her eyes and saw Zhao Yu, she was stupefied. As she furiously 

spat out tons of English words, Zhao Yu nodded at her with a smile and said, “Yes, something like that! 

Hehehe.” 

Of course, Zhao Yu didn’t understand what she was saying at all. He merely guessed that she must have 

recognized him and knew who he was from her shocked expression! 

He reckoned that she was definitely shocked. After all, she never could have guessed that Zhao Yu, who 

was their prey, would actually be the one to pull a prank on the professionals! 

“Alright. You’re welcome!” Zhao Yu kept mocking her as he walked before the female spy and said, “Call 

me daddy, and I’ll let you live!” 

It was either that the woman could understand him, or she was simply pis*ed off, but besides spitting at 

him, she even cursed at him, too! 

“What the heck? I think that you are not going to shed a tear until you see your coffin, huh?” Zhao Yu 

rolled his sleeves up and took another few steps forward. 

The female spy’s arm was covered in blood, so he thought that she wouldn’t be able to fight him 

anymore. Hence, he turned and walked towards the travel suitcase, as he wanted to see what was in it. 

Just then, the female spy screamed and lunged at Zhao Yu! 



Zhao Yu didn’t waste any pity on her, but started fighting back immediately. After all, he knew that the 

female spy was drained, so she wouldn’t be his match. Zhao Yu punched her hard, causing her to spit 

out a mouthful of blood. 

As Zhao Yu wiped away the blood stain on his fist, he told the woman, “You want to frame me? You are 

not experienced enough! If you’re wise, you’ll tell me right now what happened to that Thai girl? And… 

Why did you frame us? Why did you kill the tour guide Han Dewang? Speak!” 

Then, Zhao Yu took a huge stride forward and wanted to force her talk. The woman suddenly spat a 

mouthful of blood at Zhao Yu. She then took out something from her pocket stuffed it into her mouth! 

Her eyes immediately rolled back into her head. Seeing this, Zhao Yu instantly realized that she was 

trying to kill herself! 

Humph! You’re unlucky that you met me, as I won’t let you die so easily! 

Thinking of how he could not let her die, Zhao Yu immediately used an All-purpose Antidote on the 

woman. 

Chapter 715: The Thing in the Travel Suitcase 

 

Five days later, in Wellington. 

In the People’s Republic of China’s Embassy, Zhao Yu was enjoying the delicious local coffee as he 

looked at the scenery outside the window. He was in deep thought. 

Regarding the war in the Landing, although the fighting had ended, not everything related to it had been 

taken care of yet. Hence, New Zealand and China were actively working together to take care of the 

aftermath. As this was complicated and affected the nations greatly, it naturally couldn’t be handled 

within a mere two or three days. 

Zhao Yu took a sip of his coffee leisurely as he took out his phone. He then watched the surveillance 

video from the cafe in the shopping street again. He looked at the familiar figure in the video and 

wondered… What was she doing? 

Sigh. 

As Zhao Yu recalled the entire experience in the Landing, he let out a heavy sigh. He still found it all to 

be quite unbelievable and hard to understand. 

The professional spies, the advanced drone, the murder, the car accident, the fist fight, the explosions… 

Everything seemed to be very far removed from the world that he was currently in. It looked like the 

scenes that one would see from a movie, especially those spies that didn’t even blink when they’d kill 

someone! 

If it wasn’t for the fact that Zhao Yu possessed a miracle adventure system and various devices, Zhao Yu 

would definitely have been doomed! It seemed that there was really an unknown secret in one of the 

corners in the world! 



Recalling what happened in the forest back then, although Zhao Yu gave the woman who intended to 

committed suicide an All-purpose Antidote, she had consumed an unknown poisonous item. Hence, 

although the antidote was able to consume most of the poison from her body, the female spy was still 

unconscious. 

Not only was she unconscious, her face was distorted in agony and her skin was very dark. She looked 

miserable. 

By that time, the policemen who were rushing to the scene had almost arrived. Zhao Yu couldn’t bring 

the woman with him, so he only brought the travel suitcase. After he took the travel suitcase, he went 

to look for the people who were supposed to meet him, using the coordinates that Ma Runkui had given 

him earlier. 

By that time, Su Jinmei had already met them. When she saw that Zhao Yu had come back alive, she was 

delighted. 

Zhao Yu briefly told them the situation, then the team took Zhao Yu and Su Jinmei away in a helicopter! 

Zhao Yu didn’t know that Ma Runkui was so powerful. In order to ensure their safety, they didn’t pass 

them to the New Zealand police force, but directly transferred them via helicopter secretly! 

After they took off, the helicopter bypassed Auckland and flew directly to the capital, which was named 

Wellington. In the end, they landed at the the People’s Republic of China’s Embassy. 

It had been five days since then, all of which Zhao Yu had spent staying in the embassy. He rested while 

he investigated the incident. China had sent its representatives to discuss matters with New Zealand, as 

well as to investigate the case. 

As Zhao Yu had retrieved important evidence from the drone, he was able to immediately prove that all 

of the accusations against him and Su Jinmei were incorrect. In fact, he was able to clear their names 

that very day that he arrived! 

On the second day, when the police investigated the honey shop that was so fishy, they discovered 

many shocking things. Firstly, they found many explosive chemicals in the shop. So, if the bomb had 

been ignited, the entire shop would have been destroyed! 

Secondly, in the basement of the shop, they found a huge and solid vault. A ton of safes were inside the 

vault. However, all of the safes had obviously been opened, so nothing was found. 

In the end, they found three corpses in the shop’s refrigerator. After an analysis, they were able to judge 

that the three corpses had been dead for quite a long period of time. They had all died from being shot 

in the head. 

After further inspection, the police found that the three corpses belonged to the registered staff 

members of the shop. Specifically, they were the female shop owner and two male staff members. 

Luckily, Zhao Yu had stopped the spies from activating the bomb in time and had kept most of the 

evidence. So, after a thorough police investigation was conducted, not only did they find the crucial 

murder video, but they finally were able to clarify what exactly happened with the Thai girl. 



It turned out that, in the surveillance video of the shop, one of the cameras had recorded the entire 

situation! It clearly showed that all three of the staff members were killed by the few spies! 

One afternoon, the five spies barged into the shop and shot two of the staff members, killing them 

instantly. Then, they seized control of the female shop owner and two of the spies brought her to the 

basement and killed her. 

However, just as they prepared to shut the door and clean up the scene, a girl with long hair suddenly 

pushed the door open and came in. The girl was carrying a thick notebook and looked like she was doing 

some sort of survey. 

In the end, the girl saw the dead bodies in the shop and screamed her lungs out. She turned to run 

away, but one of the spies caught up to her and knocked her out! 

That poor Thai girl was merely an innocent victim, who happened to appear at the crime scene at the 

wrong time! In the end, she became a tool for the spies to use in order to frame Zhao Yu and Su Jinmei! 

Zhao Yu watched the surveillance video and saw that the date where the Thai girl was in trouble 

happened to be one day after Miao Ying had left the Landing. In other words, when Miao Ying visited 

the honey shop back then, she didn’t see the spies, but only the few staffs who were killed. 

It also meant that the staff members weren’t killed by Miao Ying, but that she had gone there to pick up 

something! As there was an underground vault in the honey shop, it meant that Miao Ying must have 

taken something very important! 

Zhao Yu also watched the part where Miao Ying left again, but he didn’t see anything in her hands. This 

meant that she shouldn’t have taken anything huge in size, or else he would be able to see it on the 

video. 

After Miao Ying left, the bunch of spies must have heard something and come to investigate. Then, they 

must have committed the murder. 

If so, the safes in the vaults should have been broken open by the spies, while the items were obviously 

packed into the mysterious travel suitcase that had somehow ended up in Zhao Yu’s hands! 

At the beginning, Zhao Yu was curious about the things in the travel suitcase. He wondered what was in 

the suitcase that the spies were dying to protect. When he finally opened the suitcase in the helicopter, 

he was surprised. 

The suitcase was filled with various documents, paperwork, and forms. It looked just like trash that one 

would find in archives. 

Then, Zhao Yu really didn’t understand the value of those things. But, since the spies were working so 

hard to keep possession of the travel suitcase, he knew that its contents must be extremely important! 

Hence, he waited till Ma Runkui arrived at the embassy before he handed the travel suitcase to him 

personally. Although he was involved in such a shocking incident, Zhao Yu found it weird that, regardless 

if it was the embassy, the Central Criminal Division, or the New Zealand government, they were all 

taking very good care of him. 



Within the last few days, he had been resting in the embassy in the lap of luxury. He read the 

newspaper, drank coffee, and so on. He had been quite living well, to the point of boredom even! 

He had originally thought that, although he didn’t kill anyone, since he had caused a car crash and 

beaten people up in the Landing, the New Zealand government might charge him with a crime. But 

surprisingly, he never even saw any representatives from the New Zealand government, let alone have 

someone even mention what he had done! 

For five days, Zhao Yu and Su Jinmei had been treated like VIPs. One of the political liaisons from the 

embassy would join them for a meal almost every day, inquiring about their well-beings politely. 

Besides this, the Central Criminal Division didn’t seem to blame them at all either. Every time after 

Division Chief Jiao called, she would tell Zhao Yu to rest and not worry about a thing. In order to comfort 

Zhao Yu, she even reassured him that he would continue to lead the special investigation group after 

everything was said and done. 

Tsk tsk. 

Everyone’s attitude made Zhao Yu feel a bit doubtful and somewhat suspicious. He was expecting to be 

chided or somehow punished for the situation. 

However, the opposite was true. Within the embassy, he was living like a boss, not at all like a person 

who had done anything wrong! 

That very moment, Zhao Yu was in deep thought as he drank his coffee. Suddenly, there were people 

coming in from the embassy’s entrance. 

Section Chief Ma Runkui was leading the group. Behind Section Chief Ma were several of big figures in 

well-pressed suits. Zhao Yu had seen them a couple of times before, so he knew that they were all 

senior officials from the embassy or from the Foreign Affairs Office. 

Ma Runkui saw Zhao Yu and immediately waved his hand at him to signal him to come into the meeting 

room. Zhao Yu knew that Ma Runkui must have brought him the latest news, so he quickly went forward 

and closed the door behind him. 

“Zhao Yu, you are too impressive! I really do not know whether I should describe you as an angel or a 

demon!” Ma Runkui had yet to take a seat as he said, “However, I’m leaning towards the latter one, as 

wherever you go, trouble seems to follow, even when you are in a foreign land!” 

Chapter 716: Who Is the Most Reliable? 

 

“Let’s talk about the latest news,” Ma Runkui said, while he put his portfolio on the table and drank a sip 

of water. He then told Zhao Yu about the updates that he had received recently, “The police in the 

Landing searched through the forest near the bee farm that you mentioned, but they didn’t find any 

spies! In fact, they didn’t see anyone, alive or dead!” 

“Oh? No one?” Zhao Yu was stunned. 



“Of course, I would never think that you were lying! The videos on the memory card in the drone 

pointed towards the forest, too! However…” Ma Runkui took another sip of water. “Don’t you think it’s 

better that they couldn’t find the corpse?” 

“Huh?” Zhao Yu raised his eyebrows, then finally seemed to understand what Ma Runkui meant. 

Ma Runkui explained further anyway, “Them not being able to find the corpse means that they can’t 

certify if you or Su Jinmei shot to kill. Then, that would mean that the dead bodies in the honey shop, 

the Thai girl, and the male tour guide have nothing to do with the two of you! You and Su Jinmei would 

thus have clean records!” 

“But…” Zhao Yu wanted to ask about the dispute that he had with the New Zealand police force, as he 

wondered how that could be considered fine, too. 

“As for the second update…” Ma Runkui couldn’t wait, but continued, “The only woman who was 

arrested alive, eventually died in the end! The officials said that she failed to respond to medical 

treatment due to her consumption of highly poisonous cyanide!” 

“What? She died too?” Zhao Yu was upset and thought to himself… 

If I had known that I couldn’t save her, I wouldn’t have wasted a precious All-purpose Antidote on her! 

That was a first-class device! 

But… If the system didn’t notify me that the device was invalid, the antidote should have taken effect! 

Then, why did she die? Did someone kill her to shut her up? 

Then, Zhao Yu couldn’t help but exclaim, “I knew it. Those people in the Landing definitely have allies!” 

“Yes, and not only on the island, but they most likely have at least one spy amid the New Zealand 

authorities, too. Luckily, you didn’t get in touch with the New Zealand police force directly. Your concern 

was right!” Ma Runkui said. “If you were to surrender to the police back then, you would definitely have 

been putting yourself in great danger!” 

“Regarding this, I have to thank you!” Zhao Yu quickly raised his hand and cupped it on his other fist. “If 

it wasn’t for your helicopter, Su Jinmei and I would have died on that island!” 

“Mm. This…” Ma Runkui looked as though he was in a difficult position. He then lowered his head and 

said, “This is embarrassing. Actually, the helicopter that was booked for you to bring you to the embassy 

from the Landing wasn’t my doing. I don’t have that kind of power! Plus, sorry to say, but even Division 

Chief Jiao and our Director of the Central Criminal Division don’t have that power, either!” 

“Oh?” Zhao Yu’s eyes were wide as he quickly asked, “Well, who was it?” 

“I don’t know. After I received your call, I first reported to the higher ups. Then, I contacted the 

embassy. Next, I used my connection in the Foreign Affairs Office to ask for help from a few friends. My 

original plan was to send someone to escort you to the local police station and let the embassy 

represent the two of you. I knew that would have been good enough to guarantee that your rights were 

protected! I never thought that the embassy would send a helicopter for you!” Ma Runkui said. 

“This…” Zhao Yu’s heart couldn’t help but palpitate with fear. He had thought of another possibility. 



“Let’s drop this for now!” Ma Runkui continued, “You should consider yourself very lucky! Actually, the 

woman’s death was beneficial for you, too!” 

“Mm? Beneficial?” Zhao Yu was confused by his words, so he asked, “There was no one to give a 

testimony if she died. So, how was that beneficial for me?” 

“Hehe,” Ma Runkui lowered his voice and told Zhao Yu, “She died, so no one would know that you took 

the suitcase away! Then, no one would know that the suitcase is with us now!” 

“Oh? Then, what’s in the travel suitcase?” Zhao Yu asked. 

“Actually, I’m not quite sure…” Ma Runkui continued to keep his voice low, “But, I heard that it was filled 

with the highest classified documents in the world, including internal information about huge 

corporations across the world, some of which is even at the national level!” 

“Classified information?” Zhao Yu shook his head, as he still didn’t understand what was going on. 

“Actually, at the beginning, I found it difficult to understand myself, but the level of importance of those 

documents was far beyond my imagination. Mm, for example…” Ma Runkui explained, “One of the top 

five hundred leading corporations took advantage of its business and assisted some African nation in a 

money laundering scheme. They even participated in their national election!” 

He then added, “Also, there was a famous pharmaceutical company that collaborated with a 

multinational corporation, then worked with them to make some kind of chemical medicine that led to 

Cambodia’s crop failure! After that, they sold an antidote to Cambodia at a very high price. Besides all of 

this, they are heavily involved in the arms and weapons trades!” 

He took a breath, then said with wide eyes, “Comparably, the other things like illegal credit, fundraising, 

fraudulently driving up stock prices, bribery, and so on, those were all child’s play to them! Every case in 

the suitcase would shock the world and make you feel the darkness and ugliness of the real world!” Ma 

Runkui declared solemnly. 

He then added, “Let me tell you… The information in the travel suitcase involves at least a dozen multi-

national companies and several countries! Almost all the dirtiest deals in the world are in it!” 

Zhao Yu was surprised by this news, and he quickly replied, “Well… Isn’t that beneficial to us?” 

“Of course! So, you must know how great your contribution is!” Ma Runkui patted Zhao Yu’s shoulders 

and said, “No wonder the embassy sent the helicopter to pick you up! Now that we have the 

information, it means that we took control of all of the corporations and the nations involved. Thus, 

they have to obey us from now on!” 

“Mm.” Zhao Yu was in deep thought. He felt that all of this wasn’t as simple as it seemed to be on the 

surface. Not only was he not happy about this, but he suddenly felt a lot of pressure being placed upon 

him. 

“Bro, I am not stupid!” Zhao Yu said as he pushed away Ma Runkui’s hand away. 

He then asked bitterly, “If the information is that important, didn’t you think of its original owner? If 

someone can control so many huge corporations, I’m sure it isn’t any ordinary international criminal 

ring, right?” 



“Yes, however, don’t worry!” Ma Runkui laughed. “I heard from our attache that the ambassador is 

already working very hard to take care of this incident. Currently, no one knows that you took the 

information. So, until this incident can be finalized, you are free to return to your special investigation 

group to continue investigating your case!” 

“This is such a joke!” Zhao Yu pouted and said. “Bro, I’m not a little kid. I got involved with a serious 

issue, you know? That drone was still in the experimental stage with the American military. So, since 

that bunch of people were able to get their hands on those gadgets, doesn’t it mean that they are 

American spies?” 

He then added, “Then, look at that classified information. Who else could take control of so many 

multinational companies across the globe?” 

Zhao Yu spread his hands and asked, “And you really trying to tell me that I’m fine? How is that even 

possible? Who knows, I might get assassinated when I arrive at the airport later!” 

“No!” Ma Runkui attempted to comfort him. “Don’t be so emotional. Think about everything that 

happened to you in the Landing carefully. Do you think that those people can find you, really?” 

He then added, “And, although there was a powerful behind-the-scenes backer, they wouldn’t admit 

their shady doings. So, although you put them at a disadvantage, they wouldn’t dare expose themselves 

any further at this point! So, don’t worry too much. After all, the entire nation is backing you up!” 

“Forget it.” After his past experience with vicious quacks, Zhao Yu understood that, at such a crucial 

moment, he couldn’t rely on anyone but himself! 

However, he was lucky that he had the miracle adventure system to protect him. System Bro was indeed 

a reliable and dependable friend. 

At that moment, Zhao Yu looked at the system interface. Ever since the Kun Zhen hexagram had been 

completed, he hadn’t dared to open another new hexagram. 

This was because he had been hiding in the embassy in peace, so he couldn’t head out and gamble with 

his life again via a side adventure. Thus, he had figured that it’d be best to wait before he got another 

hexagram. 

He felt relieved the moment he recalled his system. However, as he looked down at it, he saw that his 

previous miracle adventure was still on the interface! 

As the Kun Zhen hexagram had been completed so vigorously, it had gotten Zhao Yu his highest score 

ever for a miracle adventure. The completion rate was up to two hundred and forty nine percent! 

Most importantly, maybe since the system felt Zhao Yu’s distress, it had rewarded him a superbly 

luxurious gift after his completion of the side adventure. It had rewarded him a total of twenty system 

devices! 

Chapter 717: Sudden Assassination 

 



Telescope, Power Jamming Device, Invisible Propeller, Invisible Loudspeaker, All-Purpose Antidote, 

Invisible Invisibility Cloak, Invisible Bullet Proof Suit… As he was looking at all of the newly received 

devices, Zhao Yu felt overwhelmed. He had earned quite a lot! 

Besides the devices that he often used, he had also received a few new devices. Also, besides the 

superbly high completion rate and a huge variety of devices, Zhao Yu had benefitted from a handsome 

influx of accumulated points! 

The Kun hexagram that he had gotten previously had directed him to his hotel room. However, ever 

since Zhao Yu ran away from the hotel room, he had encountered quite a few miracle adventures 

continuously. Hence, his accumulated points had been constantly increasing. 

In the end, the accumulated points, which were nearing their end after strengthening the two devices, 

suddenly increased and even surpassed his original accumulated points to become 668 points! After 

strengthening his device twice, Zhao Yu could really feel the benefits of the accumulated points. If he 

couldn’t have strengthened the Invisible Detector, he wouldn’t have been able to find the drone, which 

meant that he would have ended up being led by his enemy! 

Hehe. Looking at his accumulated points, Zhao Yu couldn’t help but laugh. He never thought that the 

number would be so impressive! 

Looking at Zhao Yu laughing at himself, Ma Runkui couldn’t help but interrupt. “Bro, are you okay? Don’t 

worry. Division Chief Jiao said that, no matter how strong the enemy is, we will guarantee your safety!” 

“Oh, and I rushed over to tell you something. The embassy has taken care of the car crash and assault 

that happened in the Landing! You and Su Jinmei are fine now. In fact, you can return in a few days! 

Once we return to our own home turf, I don’t think that they will take action hastily!” 

Regarding that, Zhao Yu couldn’t agree with him. In the Gem Theft Case, the Indian named AK couldn’t 

be consider as just any difficult person, as he had been able to kill the representative from China and 

fake a gas poisoning incident! Against such cunning spies, who were clearly more cunning than most, he 

couldn’t see how anyone could guarantee his safety. 

Sigh. 

Zhao Yu sighed, then pouted as he thought. Luckily, not only had the system awarded him an Emergency 

Alarm, but it also gave him a top-grade device, the Invisible Hedge Ball! With his few devices, at least he 

wouldn’t need to worry that he would be assassinated all of a sudden! 

“Bro, the embassy is really nice to you!” Ma Runkui said with admiration. “Before I arrived, I already 

heard from the attache that he had prepared Australian lobsters for you tonight, and he even said he 

was going to open a bottle of really nice wine, too! You’re so lucky!” 

“Nonsense. Why don’t you talk about the benefits that I have brought them, instead?” Zhao Yu had 

already had lobsters, so he naturally wasn’t that impressed. 

“Don’t worry, bro!” Ma Runkui said. “I’ve worked for the Foreign Affairs Office for so many years, but I 

have never seen anyone who contributed in such a great way as you! So, the higher ups will definitely 

not treat you shabbily. Although it can’t be talked about openly, your reward will definitely be beneficial 

for your future career path and will most certainly involve a promotion!” 



“Alright, but first let me ponder how to stay alive!” Zhao Yu said, then left the meeting room swiftly. 

Ma Runkui him followed closely and said, “Oh yeah… I have something else to tell you. I’m afraid that 

there will only be a few of us at tonight’s dinner. The officers in the embassy are going to do their 

regular routines, including the attache. After all, everyone has to pretend like nothing happened! So, 

bro, let me have the honor of drinking with you tonight.” 

“Mm? What?” At that moment, Su Jinmei heard some movement and came down the stairs on the 

other side. She then asked, “Section Chief Ma, is there any update today? Can I call my family again? I’m 

afraid that they might be worried!” 

“Oh, sure. Go ahead,” Ma Runkui quickly turned to lead Su Jinmei into the meeting room. 

Before entering the meeting room, Su Jinmei couldn’t help but turn back to steal a glance at Zhao Yu. 

However, Zhao Yu had already turned around to walk towards his room upstairs. 

As he walked, he thought about the bizarre adventure in the Landing. It seemed that it was just like his 

premonition had depicted. The Landing wasn’t as calm as it had seemed at first! 

Although Zhao Yu already knew a lot of insights, he still couldn’t understand the ins and outs of 

everything. For instance, if the vault in the honey shop and the spies were related, he couldn’t 

understand why the spies killed everyone. He wondered… 

Could it be that they were enemies, too? Or… Maybe they were trying to clean up their faction? 

Also… As they are such a mysterious group, is there a person… Or a superb nation that is supporting 

them behind-the-scenes? 

As the information consisted of a huge corporation’s deepest and darkest secrets… Then, how did the 

information leak out? 

Were they working together… Or were they framed? 

Zhao Yu had never expected to be involved in such a high-level international dispute when he was 

merely there to look for someone regarding a personal matter! Although it looked as though he had 

performed an extraordinary deed for the nation, Zhao Yu felt uneasy. 

He couldn’t tell if it was a good or bad thing! After all, he was merely a police officer, so how could he be 

doing a spy’s job all of a sudden? If it were to persist, he had to wonder if the nation would expect him 

to become a spy or a double agent in the future. 

When Zhao Yu got upstairs, he looked through his Invisible Detector again. The Invisible Detector had a 

delay function, so it could work for nine days. 

After it was strengthened, its detecting scope could reach over forty meters. Then, if the enemy was to 

use a drone for a surprise attack again, he naturally would be alerted. 

Upon seeing that everything looked normal on the detector, Zhao Yu calmed down. Then, Zhao Yu 

pushed the door open and entered his room. He wanted to go to the toilet, but suddenly, when he 

closed the door behind him, a shadow appeared behind the door! Before Zhao Yu could respond, the 

person seized control of Zhao Yu’s neck with his arm! 



Huh? Zhao Yu was surprised. He never thought that there would be anyone who dared to attack him in 

the embassy! Moreover, the person behind him was strong. After he seized Zhao Yu’s neck, Zhao Yu 

couldn’t shake him off. 

However, Zhao Yu was no easy target. He quickly ran backwards and hit the person behind him against 

the wall with all of his strength! 

As the distance between them and the wall was quite close, the person didn’t loosen his grip. In fact, the 

person’s arm held on even more tightly, while his other hand suddenly punched Zhao Yu’s temple in an 

attempt to knock him out. 

Although Zhao Yu was hit, it didn’t affect him much. He suddenly flipped the person behind him over his 

back. The person was experienced, and he supported himself on Zhao Yu’s shoulder so that Zhao Yu 

couldn’t flip him over again. 

Phew. 

Zhao Yu’s face was flushed as he walked towards the glass window in the toilet with the person still 

behind him. Zhao Yu’s thought was obvious. As they were in the Chinese embassy, as long as he made a 

huge movement, fully armed soldiers would hear the commotion and rush over in the blink of an eye! 

As expected, Zhao Yu leaned sideways and hit the glass. The person behind him obviously didn’t want to 

cause such a huge commotion as breaking the glass, so he let go of his arm and kicked Zhao Yu away. 

Zhao Yu landed on the ground, and just as he wanted to turn around and look at the assassin to see his 

face, the assassin picked up the clothes rack at the door and slammed it back at Zhao Yu. 

In between the gap of the clothes rack, Zhao Yu could still see what the assassin looked like. However, 

the assassin was wearing a terrifying mask that was covered in tattoos! Zhao Yu instantly recognized the 

mask, so he had to wonder… 

Who is the assassin that is wearing Maori’s mask? 

Chapter 718: Not Eating Dinner 

 

Phew. 

The assassin swung the heavy clothes rack at Zhao Yu, but Zhao Yu swiftly kicked it away. Then, the 

assassin slammed it down again, while Zhao Yu turned around to jump to the side. As the clothes rack 

landed on the ground, a few hangers fell off of it. 

Zhao Yu grabbed the table lamp and threw it, but the assassin blocked it with the clothes rack. Then, 

Zhao Yu dashed over and landed a heavy punch on the assassin’s mask. 

The assassin spun the clothes rack and withstood Zhao Yu’s attack, but Zhao Yu was too strong. 

Although his punch landed on the clothes rack, it was so furious that the assassin retreated and hit the 

wall due to the impact. 



Zhao Yu punched again and came before the assassin. When the assassin saw that Zhao Yu was so near 

him, he abandoned the clothes rack and started throwing punches. 

The two of them wrestled in the narrow room for quite some time. Zhao Yu’s punches and kicks were 

ferocious, while the assassin’s actions were swift. The two of them fought a few rounds, but there was 

no clear winner. 

However, Zhao Yu was not stupid. Although the assassin was wearing a mask, he saw through him. 

Firstly, when the assassin attacked him, the Emergency Alarm in his head didn’t alert him. This meant 

that the assassin didn’t intend to kill him! Secondly, due to his innate sensitivity, Zhao Yu was definite 

that assassin was a woman. 

Thirdly, he found the person’s actions to be very familiar. So, the assassin was obviously someone he 

was familiar with! 

Thinking of all of this, Zhao Yu was hot with emotion. However, the assassin didn’t look like she was 

going to show mercy. Just as Zhao Yu was daydreaming, she landed a punch on his shoulder, causing 

Zhao Yu to immediately take a few steps back. 

Zhao Yu leaned his head sideways and was boiling with anger all of a sudden. He rallied his forces once 

more and dashed forward to fight against the assassin with all of his strength. 

At that moment, the assassin seemed to have steadied herself, and she started fighting more 

confidently. She kicked with her long leg and flipped Zhao Yu over her back via some impressive Judo 

moves. 

After a few rounds, the assassin suddenly jumped in the air and let out a ferocious spin kick at Zhao Yu’s 

chest. Zhao Yu couldn’t dodge it in time, so he could only block his chest with both of his hands as he 

was kicked. 

Zhao Yu flew up in the sky and landed heavily on the CD player, which was on the other side of the bed. 

He happened to hit the on button as he landed. 

Although Zhao Yu had stayed in the room for five days already, he had never turned on the old-

fashioned CD player. He never expected that there was actually a CD in it. 

When it turned on, a song with a lofty spirit and soaring determination started playing. It was Strong 

Will, Loyal Heart from The Legend of Condor Heroes. 

“Ah. Ah. Boundless desert… Who’s afraid of greetings by snow.” 

Accompanied with this music that stirred people’s hearts, Zhao Yu strived to defeat his opponent. 

Although he could already recognize the assassin that attacked him, he still dashed forward. 

Maybe it was due to the influence of the music, but the assassin suddenly took on an arrogant posture 

and fought even more vigorously with Zhao Yu! The two of them took turns landing furious punches on 

one another. 

“The Condor Heroes ran beyond the Great Wall, then laughed proudly that they did not have any 

regrets…” 



As the high-spirited music kept playing, the two of them were enjoying the fight. Maybe it was because 

they were too familiar with one another’s fighting skills, but neither of them managed to take advantage 

of the other. 

“Been through calamities, but gratitude makes it hard to break…” 

Finally, the music that was filled with enthusiasm came to an end, leaving both of them panting for air 

and covered in sweat. Zhao Yu knew that most of his skills would be predicted by the assassin. Hence, he 

wouldn’t be able to win the match if he were to continue to fight according to the rules. 

Hence, he had a wicked idea that popped into his head. When the fight resumed, he suddenly changed 

his fighting pattern and started attacking the person’s most sensitive body parts. 

Specifically, he grabbed the person’s boobs and butt. As every attack was somewhat perverse, they 

caught the other person by surprise. 

“Stupid gangster!” The other person was clearly starting to panic. 

As she quickly realized that she might have exposed herself by using her voice, she quickly landed 

another heavy punch and kicked at Zhao Yu’s chest. After hearing her voice, Zhao Yu felt his heart 

pumping. 

As he saw that her kick was descending, he performed a counterattack recklessly. He pressed the other 

person’s foot on his shoulders and pushed her against the wall. He then supported both of his hands 

against the wall with her head in between! 

“Ah!” The other person was caught by surprise and quickly aimed at Zhao Yu’s face with some punches. 

Zhao Yu rolled onto the ground. Not only did he dodge her punch by doing so, but he seized the chance 

to sneak behind her and grab her neck! 

However, although she was at a disadvantage, she was a veteran of many battles. So, when Zhao Yu 

grabbed her neck, she leaned backwards to push Zhao Yu on the ground! 

After they fell down together, she immediately put her headlocking skills into play to lock Zhao Yu in this 

position. However, she underestimated Zhao Yu’s capabilities. Although she had locked Zhao Yu’s limbs, 

Zhao Yu extended his neck to reach her chest! 

The assassin panicked and punched him hard, but Zhao Yu only laughed and held her fist. He then 

flipped around and pushed her further onto the ground. 

This shocked the assassin. She then realized that she had been pranked, so she wanted to break free. 

But, Zhao Yu pressed her arms down and did a shocking gangster move. He put his tongue out, then 

licked and kissed her neck! 

The assassin got impatient with his shenanigans at this point, but she couldn’t shake Zhao Yu off! Her 

body started shaking vigorously, as she was quite angry and excited. 

As Zhao Yu was about to continue with his loathsome actions, he realized that she had stopped 

struggling, while her chest was heaving up and down vigorously. It seemed that… She was crying! 



Zhao Yu let loose of his grip, then took off her Maori mask. It was just as he had expected! Underneath 

the mask was the beautiful face of Miao Ying! 

Although Zhao Yu knew long ago that the assassin was his beloved Miao Ying, Zhao Yu still felt a surge of 

emotions well up in his heart when he saw her face. Zhao Yu felt like he was dreaming and was at loss of 

words in that instance. 

“Woo, woo…” Miao Ying was already covered in tears and was wailing her lungs out. 

Even though she was emotional, she still scolded him, “You’re still the same old gangster! How could 

you fight off those people with your fighting skills like that? Woo…” 

“Ying Ying, is it really you?” Zhao Yu pulled her into his embrace tightly. 

At that very moment, Zhao Yu was thrilled. Tears welled up in his eyes, and although he hugged Miao 

Ying, he felt as though he was hugging the entire world! 

“Woo woo…” Miao Ying was acting like a child. She buried her head in Zhao Yu’s arms as she wailed and 

hugged Zhao Yu’s neck. 

Knock knock knock. Knock knock knock. 

All of a sudden, they heard someone knocking at the door. Soon, they heard the voice of an embassy 

police officer, who said, “Mister Zhao, dinner is ready. You can come downstairs now!” 

“Go away!” Zhao Yu hugged Miao Ying tightly as he roared like a mad lion, “I don’t want to have dinner 

tonight! Go ahead and eat with whoever you like! If you disturb me again, don’t blame me for being 

rude. Now… Go away!” 

Chapter 719: Score a Lucky Hit 

 

“Your got longer!” Zhao Yu helped Miao Ying to her feet and wiped her tears away, while he held her 

hand tightly. 

“How many times have I told you to not neglect your practice?” Miao Ying started lecturing, “Look how 

much you have you fallen behind! I only seized ahold of your neck earlier, but what if I had stabbed you 

with a knife?” 

“Mm…” Zhao Yu quickly pointed at the mask and replied, “Your taste is getting worse. Why did you wear 

a Maori mask? The contrast is too striking. Actually, I knew it was you all along!” 

“You’re just trying to change the subject!” Miao Ying wiped away her tears and complained, “Ever since I 

left, you’ve never gone for training, right? Look how weak you have become! You’re still using those 

same old moves! How can I not worry about you?” 

“You’re the one who is changing the subject! I defeated you in the end, right?” Zhao Yu protested. 

“Can’t you tell that I let you win?” Miao Ying refuted his statement stubbornly. “If I didn’t show you 

mercy, you’d have lost long ago!” 



“What? You showed me mercy? Look at the clothes rack! It’s already broken! How’s that showing me 

mercy? And…” Zhao Yu pointed at his head and said, “That punch on my temple… I don’t see any mercy 

in that!” 

“You are still so stubborn! D*mn gangster!” Miao Ying raised her arm and wanted to hit Zhao Yu but he 

move closer and said in intoxication, “Mmm… It’s been a while since someone has called me that. It’s 

such an awesome feeling, as I feel at home now. Only my Miao Miao could make that name sound so 

nice!” 

“You!” Miao Ying didn’t know if she should be angry or happy. “Same old d*mn gangster!” 

“Hurry up and hit me! I can’t wait any longer,” Zhao Yu said. “I even miss your punches!” 

“Alright!” Miao Ying aimed at Zhao Yu’s face and swung her fist ferociously, while Zhao Yu closed his 

eyes leisurely and looked as though he was enjoying it! 

Of course, Miao Ying wouldn’t be so heartless as to actually punch him severely. Instead, her fist 

stopped just before it connected with Zhao Yu’s nose. Sensing that she had stopped herself from 

punching him, Zhao Yu opened his eyes and embraced Miao Ying for the second time. Then, he turned 

around and leaned backwards, while they landed on the bed together. 

He then said, “It’s actually not that I neglected my practice, but I have been investigating so many cases 

all this time. I have no extra time to practice at all!” Zhao Yu hugged Miao Ying dearly as he explained 

himself. 

“I heard that you were transferred to the special investigation group and became the leader. You also 

solved a major case!” Miao Ying looked at Zhao Yu lovingly, then said, “It’s a pity that I couldn’t be with 

you during that case! I’m green with envy!” 

“Yeah!” Then, Zhao Yu quickly grabbed Miao Ying’s hands and asked her, “Quick, tell me… What 

happened to you? Why did you have to leave me? Why did you come to New Zealand? What’s going on? 

What did you do in the Landing?” 

Before Zhao Yu finished asking her his numerous questions, Miao Ying leaped over and kissed him on 

the lips. Miao Ying’s aroused passion reminded Zhao Yu of the pain of lovesickness that he had been 

hiding. They kissed passionately, then quickly progressed to the next stage of intimacy. 

Of course, Zhao Yu knew that since Miao Ying could appear in his room, it meant that she shared a 

special relationship with the embassy. Even though the Strong Will Loyal Heart was playing in the 

background on the highest volume, besides the person who had called him for dinner earlier, there was 

no response at all from the embassy regarding the noise. 

Hence, he had no doubt that this meant that they knew what was going on in the room between the 

two of them. So, Zhao Yu relaxed entirely and unleashed his passion without holding back! 

This lasted until about eight that night, when the movement in the room finally calmed down. At that 

very moment, Miao Ying was holding a bottle of red wine in one hand and a wine glass in the other. She 

poured herself a glass of red wine. 



“This is a 1979 Sauvignon Blanc!” Miao Ying said as she took a sip. “My dad purposely told me to bring 

this for you!” 

“Huh?” Zhao Yu was stunned by her words and quickly replied, “My father-in-law sent this? So, that 

means…” 

“Come, try it!” Miao Ying passed the wine glass to Zhao Yu. 

As he was thrilled, he grabbed the wine bottle instead of the small glass and chugged it! After a few 

gulps, Zhao Yu put his tongue out and said, “This is so darn good! Thank my father-in-law for me!” 

“B*stard!” Miao Ying patted Zhao Yu’s shoulder and grumbled flirtatiously, “What a waste! There are 

less than a hundred bottles of this in the world! If my dad found out that you did that…” 

“Alright, my love. Hurry up and tell me what happened!” Zhao Yu quickly said. “Let’s make a deal. Tell 

me your secret, then I’ll tell you the entire story about the Headless Female Corpses Case!” 

Miao Ying suddenly beamed with joy and said, “I thought you were working on the Pharmaceutical 

Factory Murder Case! How… The Headless Female Corpses Case? Oh God! Isn’t that a case from the 

yellow notebook? Don’t tell me that you solved it when I was away! How long has it been?” 

“You deserve this,” Zhao Yu replied frankly. “Who told you to leave me behind, just like that? If I 

couldn’t find you, I’m afraid that I would’ve gone on to solve every single case!” 

“You! Quick, tell me… Who is the murderer?” Miao Ying was like an excited kid. She pulled Zhao Yu’s 

arm and pleaded with him. 

But, when she saw that Zhao Yu kept quiet, she pouted and said, “Alright, I’ll go first. I’ll tell you, okay?” 

Zhao Yu took another few big gulps of red wine, then made a face as he waited impatiently for her to 

start explaining. 

“Mm… Where should I start?” Miao Ying looked at the wine bottle, then said, “Mm… From the last time I 

visited home then! Back then, I already told my parents about us. Don’t be angry, but when they found 

out about you, out of a hundred, my dad gave you a 19.5, while my mom gave you an 11.5!” 

“What the heck? Are your parents accountants now? They’re good with decimal points, huh?” Zhao Yu 

put his tongue out and took another gulp of red wine. 

Miao Ying suddenly switched her tone and said, “But, a few days ago, after they found out that you were 

the one who obtained the information from the travel suitcase, there was a tremendous change in your 

marks! Otherwise, my dad wouldn’t exhort me to bring you this bottle of red wine! Do you know that 

there was a yacht tycoon in Australia, who once offered two million to buy that bottle of wine? But, my 

dad wasn’t willing to sell it!” 

After hearing that, Zhao Yu nearly spit out the wine in his mouth in Miao Ying’s face! 

“You are so stubborn!” However, Miao Ying didn’t really mind about the red wine much, but said 

emotionally, “You, silly boy! You ran all the way here to look for me just because of a photo! Didn’t I tell 

you to forget about me?” 



Zhao Yu hugged Miao Ying’s neck and asked her solemnly, “But… Could you forget about me?” 

As Zhao Yu asked that question, tears welled up in Miao Ying’s eyes. She touched Zhao Yu’s hand gently 

and replied, “Actually, I’d never imagined this could happen, nor could I have hoped for this!” 

She then added, “Zhao Yu, you might not know this, but your secret fight in the Landing has changed the 

entire game! It’s different now. That’s why I was able to take the risk to come and see you today!” 

Chapter 720: A War Without Gunpowder Smoke 

 

“Yeah… You got it wrong. I didn’t become a spy or a secret agent,” Miao Ying said as she downed her 

glass of red wine. “I also didn’t become a murderer! I merely helped my dad to take something! I was 

left with no choice!” 

“Take something?” Zhao Yu asked closely. “From the underground vault in the honey shop? What did 

you take?” 

“Mm… Let’s start from the beginning!” Miao Ying said. “This all started with your father-in-law! My dad 

started a business in Australia. He trades with some companies that are located in Australia, New 

Zealand, and some other nations in the Pacific Ocean.” 

She took a breath, then added, “However, those business dealings were merely a cover-up. Actually, my 

dad has another identity. But, it doesn’t really matter if I told you about it now!” 

Miao Ying sighed and pointed at the ocean that was just outside the window. “Do you know that most 

people see Oceania as merely being a tourist destination? They assume that it’s a place that is 

untouched by worldly strife, when in fact, this place is a war zone, especially when it involved business!” 

Miao Ying continued, “Let me put this simply… As every country in the Pacific Ocean has a loose foreign 

policy, many huge corporations, businesses, and wealthy people run their companies here. Among 

them, a large amount launder money and hide their assets! It’s super shady!” 

“Oh,” Zhao Yu nodded as he drank and listened. 

“My dear, we are both from a detective background. As such, we always thought that being a detective 

is the most dangerous and highest level of crime solving,” Miao Ying explained solemnly. “But, we were 

wrong, as there is much more hidden in the crime world’s secret underbelly! It is my dad’s responsibility 

to inspect those hidden dangers and collect information, both domestic and abroad. Do you understand 

now?” 

“I guess so,” Zhao Yu replied. “That means that my father-in-law is an impressive commerce spy, right?” 

He then pointed at the bottle of wine in his hands, then said, “No wonder he’s so rich!” 

“You must speak more discreetly! You will be in big trouble if you offend my dad!” Miao Ying pouted, 

then continued, “My dad heard that there was an extremely powerful group in the international 

business league. Apparently, their spies had infiltrated each of the biggest corporations across the globe 

in order to find their secrets. Then, they used the weakest points of the corporations to threaten them 

in order to achieve their goal, which of course was profit on a large scale.” 



“Wow!” Zhao Yu took another gulp of the priceless red wine, then said, “No wonder people always say 

that the world is so dark!” 

“It’s darker than you can imagine!” Miao Ying replied. “All these years, my dad has been investigating 

the specula group. However, he knows that there must be a stronger empire supporting them. So, we 

adopted the principle of ‘everyone mind their own business,’ and have not gotten involved with them 

too much.” 

She then added, “However, that pattern has changed in recent years, as there was an internal dispute 

within the mysterious group. The group slowly started emerging as a radical force and was extorting 

money and monopolizing the market. Their measures became more and more extreme… To the point 

that the group was severely threatening our nation’s profits!” 

She shook her head, then said, “Two years ago, the leaking of the oil well in Malaysia, the collapse of the 

Tanaea Bridge in Kiribati, the fires within the commercial buildings in New Guinea… All of those things 

were traced back to them. Plus, although the location varied, the involved companies were all 

corporations from our nation. Hence, they are obviously taking aim at us!” 

She sighed. “The reason for this is that they are jealous of our making profits. Also, they wanted to 

achieve some wicked political goals. Hence, they waged a war without gunpowder smoke, which has 

turned out to be even more terrifying than an actual gunfight!” 

She shook her head, then continued, “So, my dad’s biggest task was to investigate the mysterious group 

and look for some breaking point, which would allow him to get his hands on their hidden information. 

In the end, my dad discovered that the mysterious group already had a spy within the huge overseas 

corporations of our nation. They planned to attack our overseas corporations, one by one, during the 

next few years. In that way, they intended to gradually break down our influence in the foreign market!” 

Her eyes were wide as he explained, “As you know, just like the oil well incident, once similar incidents 

take place, our corporation would lose the trust of the entire nation! Then, other nations that we 

worked with might become fearful of collaborating, thus losing their confidence in working together! 

Hence, once the enemy’s plan succeeded, it would no doubt be a huge disaster for our nation!” 

“Wow, that is serious!” Zhao Yu scratched his head and said. “But, how does it relate to your leaving? If 

you were to tell me about this long ago, as your husband, I would have taken care of this for you.” 

“You really are overconfident and shameless!” Miao Ying crossed her arms, but smiled faintly. “But, I 

really do miss you shamelessness!” 

“I’m flattered!” Zhao Yu raised his glass and drank again. 

“With my dad’s hard work, he finally found the breaking point. He bribed a high-level member of the 

mysterious group!” Miao Ying said. “The person promised to pass my dad the spies’ names on a list that 

features those who are against the Chinese corporations! However, the person was worried that my dad 

would betray him, so he requested something bizarre, which was for me to trade with them!” 

“What? For you to trade with them?” Zhao Yu was stunned. “So… He basically mortgaged his own 

daughter?” 



“Shush!” Miao Ying gave him a death stare. “The person knows that my dad cares the most about his 

precious daughter. So, as long as he agreed to send me to complete the deal, it meant that he was 

trustworthy!” 

“But, who the heck can guarantee if that b*stard was trustworthy?” Zhao Yu shook his head, then said, 

“Isn’t that a huge gamble?” 

“Yes, you’re right!” Miao Ying bit her lip and said, “But, I’d lose no matter how I played it!” 

“Mm…” Zhao Yu thought about her words, but didn’t react to them immediately. 

“If I lost, I would lose my life!” Miao Ying said. “If I won, I would lose you! To me, it was a losing game no 

matter what I did.” 

“Why?” he asked her. 

“You saw the deal… I took the account number, the password, and also my fingerprints to get the 

information from the other person’s vault!” Miao Ying said. “Once I entered the honey shop, my identity 

was exposed. Once I took the information away, I knew I’d be chased for the rest of my life!” 

“I see.” Zhao Yu then recalled how anxious Miao Ying had seemed in the cafe at the shopping street! It 

was no wonder they had removed all of her information before she left. 

“You should know how important the document is!” Miao Ying explained. “Even though my dad cares 

about me so much, he asked me to be his scapegoat without hesitation! Zhao Yu, I had no choice in such 

a situation. Can you understand that?” 

“Yeah, but…” Zhao Yu scratched his head, then asked, “It seems that I took something from them, too, 

so, aren’t we both on their radar, now?” 

“Nope, as it’s actually the total opposite instead!” Miao Ying smiled and looked at Zhao Yu with a 

determined gaze. 

She then added, “The thing that you took can actually solve our dilemma! In fact, you have changed the 

entire game of this secret war! You pushed it into a white-hot state, and we even took the advantageous 

position!” 

“Oh…” Zhao Yu nodded. “Now, I understand why my father-in-law wanted to give me this bottle of 

expensive wine!” 

Then, Zhao Yu took a few more gulps and finished the entire bottle of red wine! 

 


